TRIO Frequently asked Questions
How long are we committed to our TRIO?
TRIO’s need to be dynamic and flexible. These are not life-long covenant commitments but will all be
different in duration. Some will last for a long time; many will morph as stages of life change, people
move etc. Some will change as you seek to include new believers or new members into these life-giving
relationships.

What is the best time to meet for a TRIO?
It depends entirely on your group; you need to find the time and a venue that is regular and allows for
sharing and potentially prayer too.

Can we have four in our TRIO?
Yes, it’s your group, not ours. However, as groups get bigger, they automatically become more
impersonal, and meetings take longer to all share life, so it is not recommended but is possible.

What if the people I have approached are already in TRIO’s?
Try some other people, speak to a leader for other suggestions. Alternatively, ask them if the TRIO they
are in has space for another person. Be patient, pray & guard your heart and don't get your nose out of
joint that "they didn't ask me!”

What do I do if we start meeting as TRIO but the group just doesn’t work for me?
Just share that feeling with the group because maybe things can be changed, which will change that
sense you have. And if it doesn't change, it’s no train smash just be honest and communicate clearly in
love and ask God for a new TRIO.

How do you use Whatsapp for your TRIO?
Whatsapp is a great way to keep in contact for prayer, sharing life, arranging meetings via a dedicated
Whatsapp group for your TRIO if your phone can run this app.

Is a marriage a TRIO?
No it isn’t. TRIO’s will massively support and build marriages so every spouse should be encouraging
their spouse to be in one!
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